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aim to align future robot
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identified societal needs and
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FUTURE TECHNOLOGY, CULTURE AND 
LEARNING

Interdisciplinary research focusing upon research at the convergence of 

emerging technology and cultural learning processes.

http://edu.au.dk/en/research/research-areas/future-technology-

culture-and-learning/

http://edu.au.dk/en/research/research-areas/future-technology-culture-and-learning/
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FELTARBEJDE I REELER PROJEKTET



TOOL FOR RELATIONAL AGENCY
ALIGNMENT: MINI-PUBLIC

Aim: 

1) to include the voice of new types of users and affected stakeholders and 

bring them to roboticists and policymakers, narrowing the current proximity 

gap between them; 

2) to increase public knowledge about robots and their effects.



TOOLS FOR RESEARCH & ALIGNMENT: 
MINI-PUBLIC (ARRANGED IN WP3, ANALYZED IN WP5)

Outcome: 

The opportunity to receive factual, unbiased 

information about the topic from different 

perspectives, such as economic issues, 

technological and social issues, was very 

welcomed among the general public.

For decision-maker it also seemed to be an 

interesting eye-opening event.

Figure 1: The table facilitator organizes the group responses during the deliberation process and 
discusses the issues with participants.



MENTI --



VIL ROBOTTER OVERTAGE JERES JOBS?

OSBORNE & FREY
Robots will take your jobs.



VIL ROBOTTER OVERTAGE JERES JOBS?

In purely quantitative terms, 75 million current job roles 

may be displaced by the shift in the division of labour

between humans, machines and algorithms, while 133 

million new job roles may emerge at the same time.

Source: The Future of Jobs Report. 2018. World Economic Forum



ROBOTS OVERTAKE YOUR TASKS

Source: The Future of Jobs Report. 2018. World Economic Forum




